MEMORANDUM FOR: GENERAL HAIG
FROM: TOM LATIMER
SUBJECT: Request for Information by Admiral Anderson on Intelligence Forewarning

Admiral Anderson would like a "Yes or No" response by phone to his question of whether or not there was any intelligence not available to the Board which was available to the "highest levels" which indicated in advance was likely to happen. If you would like to avoid stirring up another "intelligence failure" issue, you can truthfully tell the Admiral "Yes," since Director Helms, in that October 1970 memo from Helms to the President which I showed you yesterday at the DCI's request, had warned that there was a strong possibility that...
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I would be very appreciative of knowing if there was any intelligence not available to the Board but was available at the highest levels which indicated, in advance, the probability and reply by telephone to my office 'Yes' or 'No'.

George M. Anderson, Jr.
Admiral, USN (Ret.)
Chairman